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TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS/EXHIBITORS 
 

 

1. STALLS & FACILITIES  

General facilities for exhibition area include security and decor 
inside exhibition halls, signage, lightings inside and outside 
hall, clear aisles, instructions for the visitors.  

Stall area will have table, two chairs, general security inside 
halls for the exhibitors. There will be extra charges for 
Projectors, TV and DVD hire. Rates on request.  

 

2. STALLS ALLOCATION 

Allocation of stalls will be on first comes first serve basis. 
Possession of the stalls will be given once full payment is 
received.  

 

3. TERMS OF PAYMENT 

3.1  Full payment on registration. If participant failed to 
obtain visa, deposit fee will be refunded except BDT 
50,000 non refundable. Deadline 31 March 2017. 

 

4. CANCELLATION 

Deadline for the cancellation is 31 March 2017. Fees will not be 
refunded if cancelled after this date. Organiser reserve the right 
to refuse, allocate or utilise stalls/area they may deem fit. 
Please note organiser will not be responsible for visa. 
Participants should abide by the UKBA rules and submit 
necessary documents for the visa. Participants should also 
apply for visa allowing enough processing time as per UKBA 
rule. If then visa is refused, Curry Life events will refund fees 
but not the Taka 50,000, which will be an admin charge.  

 

5. GENERAL 

The Bangladesh Capital Market Fair is designed specifically to 
raise awareness amongst Non-Resident Bangladeshis (NRBs) 
and foreigners about Bangladesh as an investment destination. 
The exhibits are an integral part of the awareness program. 
Therefore, the sole purpose for contracting exhibit space is to 
display and/or demonstrate products and/or services. In 
accordance with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
regulations, soliciting funds and transactions at the fair is 
strictly prohibited. Exchange of information about the products 
and services are acceptable provided there is no financial 
transaction at the fair. The organisers of this fair expect every 
participant to accept this term and would not be liable if anyone 
contravenes this simple rule.  

 

6. ORGANISER RIGHTS 

Organiser reserves the right to refuse any application without 
giving any reason. They will have the right to amend the terms 
& conditions, and include additional rules for the 
exhibitors/participants as and when needed. Participants will 
have to abide by the rules set by the organiser. Physical threat 
or violence of any kind, and verbal abuse will not be tolerated 

against any person, agent, organiser, exhibitors or any visitors. 
Participants will be liable to pay any damages they caused. i.e. 
exhibitions stalls, hire equipments, TV, DVD, Projectors or any 
properties in and around exhibition halls. Exhibitors/Participants 
will not be allowed to put screw or use drills on partition board. 
Organiser will take necessary actions to recover any money 
unpaid for the losses, damages to the properties or as 
described above or willful contraventions of any conditions. 
Organiser has the right to cancel, shorten or extend the Fair or 
change venue and its layout if any unforeseen circumstances 
arise. In such circumstances the exhibitors/participants will not 
have any rights to withdraw, claim any compensation or 
damages.  
 

7. INSURANCE 

Organisers will not be responsible for any losses. 
Participants/exhibitors should get their own insurance to cover 
for exhibition materials, personal belongings, traveling or health 
during their stay in UK.  
 

8. Exceptional Circumstances 

Exceptional circumstances such as strikes, riots, and natural 
calamities, organiser reserve the right to change fair dates; 
opening or durations of the fair or even cancel it. In the case of 
date or duration change the contractual obligations between 
Bangladesh Capital Market Fair organiser and Participants 
remain unaffected. In case of cancellation of the fair the stall 
charges will be refunded to the participants after deducting the 
proportionate costs already incurred by the organiser. 
 

9. FOOD & ACCOMODATION 

Participants will organise their own accommodation, 
transportation and foods. Organiser will not be responsible for 
any such expenses but they will be happy to give advice to 
participants.  
 

10. VISA  

Participants will be responsible for arranging their visa and bear 
necessary expenses. The organiser will provide necessary 
event documents and invitation for the maximum of two 
persons for each participating company.  
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